Associations between farmer opinions, emotions and personality and barriers to uptake of best practice by sheep farmers: the example of footrot
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BACKGROUND

- Interest in how farmer personality, attitudes and behaviour influence uptake of best practice to improve animal welfare
- Lameness in sheep causes pain and reduces productivity: In 2004 90% of UK lameness was caused by footrot (FR) [1]
- Best practice: Treat individual sheep lame with FR promptly with topical and long acting systemic antibacterials without foot trimming [2]
- Avoid routine foot trimming [2 & 3]

OBJECTIVES

1. Identify whether there are sub-groups of farmers managing footrot differently
2. Test the hypothesis that farmer personality, emotions and opinions are associated with uptake of best practice and consequently prevalence of lameness

METHODS

- Questionnaire sent to 4000 sheep farmers in England, 1200 respondents, measured:
  - Farmer personality & attitudes towards FR (e.g. empathy and the Big-Five personality domains)
  - Management of lameness (e.g. treatment of individuals, groups)
  - Flock information (flock size, prevalence of lameness)
  - Principal component analysis (PCA) produced composite variables of farmer attitudes and emotions (Figure 1)
  - Latent class analysis used to subgroup farmers on managements of foot
  - Multinomial logistic regression used to model relationships between latent class membership and farmer personality and attitudes
  - Negative binomial regression used to model the relationship between the proportion of lame sheep and farmer personality and attitudes

RESULTS

THREE FARMER SUB GROUPS – FIGURE 2

- Latent class 1 (LC1) – Best practice (11%)
- Latent class 2 (LC2) – Slow to act (57%)
- Latent class 3 (LC3) – Traditional methods (32%)
- Geometric mean prevalence lameness: LC1 = 3.0%, LC2 = 3.6%, LC3 = 4.1%

FARMER ATTITUDES & LATENT CLASS MEMBERSHIP

- Production cycle barriers to treating FR: > risk LC2 than LC1 (RRR 1.4)
- Negative emotions towards FR: > risk LC3 than LC1 (RRR 1.4)
- Use traditional methods to treat lameness > risk LC2 (RRR 2.9) or LC3 (RRR 2.2) than LC1
- Knowledge about footrot transmission < risk LC2 (RRR 0.6) than LC1

FARMER ATTITUDES & RISK OF LAMENESS

Farmers had a higher rate of lameness in flock if they reported:

- Practical barriers to treating sheep with FR (IRR 1.13)
- Negative emotions towards FR (IRR 1.13)
- Feelings of hopelessness towards FR (IRR 1.20)

Farmers had a lower rate of lameness in their flock if they:

- Considered themselves conscientious (IRR 0.95)
- Identified the importance of farmer actions to control lameness (IRR 0.76)

FURTHER WORK...

Randomised control trial of intervention messages to investigate:

1) whether the framing of intervention messages affects uptake of best practice
2) whether farmer attitudes and personalities influence their decisions to change practices and in turn affect the success of intervention messages